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if we want to make our renderings look amazing we need to keep the lighting correct, not only do we need to light the scene correctly we need to use the correct render settings and material
settings that will give us the look we are going for. it is important to note that most people will have a different look in their renderings than what we have above, this is due to the different camera
angles and the differences in render times, but regardless of the render times the look should be in the direction of the render that we want it to be in. next we will add a second gi light, this time
with specularity, this gives us a more realistic result and we can see that the reflection glossiness is close to zero, also the diffuse value has increased. a realistic material for this render looks good
but is not realistic enough, the problem is that the material is not simulating the environment and objects reflections, this would require a gi environment, or two gi lights, or something else that is
more realistic, but we will go with the second option, an environment that simulates this kind of reflections, it is called a cornet environment. in this set of images i show the final result of the
chapter's section 4.4, the next image shows the result of the chapter 4.4, first image is rendered without any global illumination, then with specularity, then with reflections and finally with both
global and reflections. when lightening on an image, remember to have 3 settings in your render setup dialog: an off value for the light, in our case we set it to 0.5 an on value for the light, we set
it to 1 the parameter called light oob, which is the oob light intensity factor or the oob light factor in other words. we set it to 0.01
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To help me in the final rendering stage, I also use the retopologization workflow, which is a huge help for me to create better smoothness in the final render. In my workflow, I render all my object
at different scales: for example, I render my final image at a resolution of 4500x4000, then I render the intermediate sizes at 3200x3000, 1600x1200, 900x900 and 500x500. For the first step I
usually can use straight MTL renders. With the Vraylights is closed we need to open the Refraction Environment or you can rotate the camera and see the reflected light but it is not good in our

case, the reflections will be too detailed and we have the option to avoid that by increasing the Render Speed till you get the correct reflections. When we are done with the lights we will move to
our next step, the camera/physical model. I prefer the vrayphysical camera to the simple VrayPhysical Camera, this one gives me the exact animation of the light that I already have in VrayLights,

also the vrayphysical camera is a vray plugin so we need to download the plugin from the official V-Ray repository and place it in the folder at the start of the Vrayinstallation. Then we have to
open the plugin and write the path to the camera file. At this point we are in the phase to test if is working or not, I will use the Physical Camera as my light and the Vrayphysical camera behind the

camera, we will try with the 1.1 Multiplier, we try to make the building's roof the point of focus and we will change the render speed. If you used the physical camera in the place of the
Vrayphysical camera you will see the result as a result, my goal is to simulate the real world. The lighting is too intense, the building is in the deep and I would like to make it more on the
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